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Wehave not beenas boldas we might have beenin establishingmodesof nonscientificinquiry
becausewhat is not scientificis oftendismissedas not rigorous.

-James C. Raymond,"Enthymemes,Examples,andRhetoricalMethod"
I havefaith that if studentsattendmoreand morecloselyto their experience,theywill gradually be led to sounderquestioningand thinking.

-Peter Elbow,"Response"

n composition studies, the case of the personal is both historical and political. Traditionally, writing research required an objective stance: stories of
lived experience were antithetical, first, to positivist research paradigmsand,
later, to theory and interpretation. In recent years, established scholars have
made small inroads to promote experience-based writing, but for the most part,
personal writing remains untrustworthy or "sentimental."In classrooms too, opponents of expressivistwriting pedagogy have long maintained that writing instructors
do their students a disservice by encouraging personal narratives in first-year writing courses. Pointing to the public discourse of classical rhetoric and the social features of knowledge-making, they argue that instruction in academic discourse more
effectively prepares students to engage and critique the institutions that shape their
lives. In response, supporters of personal writing in various settings have proclaimed
it an addition to, rather than a substitute for, academic writing, asserting that personal writing serves different purposes. Peter Elbow explains that personal writing
encourages students to want to write for their own pleasure and that it offers an
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alternative approachto solving problems and gaining new insights. For Elbow, "discourse that tries to render experience," that is, "language that conveys to others a
sense of their [writers']experience-or indeed, that mirrors back to [writers]themselves a sense of their own experience from a little distance" is equal in value to
expository discourse, although it serves different purposes (136-7).
I would argue that the telling of stories can actually serve the samepurposes as
academic writing and that narrativesof personal experience can accomplish serious
scholarly work. I want to move beyond the notion of the personal as supplement to
advance the position that narrative, in its various forms, is a logical and legitimate
mode of argument appropriateto the academic writing of both composition scholars and their students. Indeed, stories and examples have always been woven into
successful arguments, oftentimes so seamlessly that readers do not even mark them.
In the discussion that follows, I review arguments both for and against the personal as/in academic writing, suggesting that even supporters of experientialwriting
generally fall short of establishing its argument-based role. I then turn to Aristotle's
discussions of narrationand example and to compatible contemporary rhetorics and
methodologies to explore the efficacy of narrative argument in academic writing.
Finally, I examine the advantages as well as the dangers of conjuring stories as evidence in order to argue for the necessity of establishing effective standardsof judgment for narrativeinquiry.
DEFINING

PERSONAL

WRITING

Although autobiography,memoir, and personal essays appear as acts of self-revelation, voluntary self-descriptions of a life and of life experiences, contemporary critics recognize these acts as hermeneutic figurings organized to tell a story of coherent
experience (Olney; Couser; Eakin; Gillmore) and organized by means of a narrative
persona, a representation, rather than the "real"flesh and bones autobiographer or
essayist (Klaus; Sanders;White, "Foreword").Distinguishing between the various
uses of the personal risks oversimplification: categories easily overlap and run together, often replicating form while differing in purpose.
As memoirs, personal narrativesare generally thought to be selective, self-contained autobiographicalaccounts, although writers themselves seldom satisfactorily
define narrativegenres. Annie Dillard writes that memoir is "anyaccount, usually in
the first person, of incidents that happened a while ago" (41), while William Zinsser
describes it as "awindow into life" (11). Alice Walker's"When the Other Dancer Is
the Self' illustratesthe tightly focused, all-of-a-piece narrativecharacteristicof many
contemporary memoirs: it chronicles events leading to a childhood accident with a
pellet gun, a pivotal moment of disfigurement to both the narrator'seye and her
self-esteem; then the story continues, relating the series of incidents in her personal
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life thatled to self-acceptanceandemotionalhealing.In contrastarepersonalnarrativesreminiscentof some of Montaigne'sEssais,wherethe narrator's
experienceis
woveninto a tapestryof reflectionsaboutlargerissues.Typicalof this approachare
essayssuchas "Aria,"a literacynarrativein HungerofMemory,whichdepictsyoung
RichardRodriguez'sstruggleto accommodatehis Spanishlanguageof home, family,andcomfortwiththe austereexpressionof AmericanEnglish.Rodriguezsketches
a seriesof scenes-the childat playandin the classroom;the nuns'visit,demanding
spokenEnglishin the Rodriguezhousehold;a familyChristmasdevoidof Spanish
chatter;a grandmother'sdeathbedexpressionof culturalloyalty bound to native
language-all intendedto showthatstrugglesoverlanguageandthereforeconflicts
over identity are, in Rodriguez's view, painful but necessary aspects of cultural and
political assimilation.
In narrativessuch as E. B. White's "Sootfall and Fallout," the personal is used
as a frame to speculate on a broader topic. White begins by reflecting on various
types of pollution outside his window, then moves to larger environmental and ecological considerations, but his purpose is to warn his readers about nuclear armsbuilding. This is not to suggest that one form of personal writing is more critical
than another; on the contrary,all forms of the personal can serve political, social, or
cultural purposes. (For a thorough analysis of personal narrative structures as rhetorical strategies, see Hesse; for an examination of personal essays that attempt to
reconcile the mind/body dialectic, see Spigelman, "Embodying the Essay"). Politically, these purposes are most fully realized in the kind of writing that is sometimes
called "autoethnography," autobiographical accounts such as Victor Villanueva's
Linda Brodkey's"Writing on the Bias,"and Mike Rose'sLiveson theBoundBootstraps,
ary (although Rose objects to the use of the term to describe his work). By embedding their personal stories into contexts in which race, class, and gender and other
constructs are made visible, these writers seek to subvert traditional political and
cultural associations relating to personal achievement. Autoethnographic writing
insists that the narrative of an individual's life is both the product and process of
surrounding social and educational narratives. Patricia Williams's The Alchemyof
Raceand Rightstakes personal narrativeeven further, combining academic and autobiographical writing to argue legal theory.
In classrooms, the "personal narrative"is generally associated with less lofty
ends. The term itself often describes the product of expressivewriting instruction. It
may be used interchangeably with "free writing," that is, writing for-the-self, writing used to find or construct meaning with or without autobiographical reference.
Or it may be used pejoratively to describe developing writers' chronologies of confession or insight.
In the discussion that follows, I use the terms "personalwriting" and "personal
narrative"interchangeably to refer to the ways in which writers make sense of their
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lives by organizing their experience into first-person stories. Such stories may be
expressed in a single sentence or as a lengthy chronological account, but in all cases,
their telling is purposeful;they are intended to serve ends beyond pure expression of
opinion or catharticconfession. Moreover, whether that purpose is scholarly,political, or aesthetic, neither the veracity of the experience nor the authenticity of the
writer's emotions is relevant criteria for assessing the text's achievement. Because
scholars write academic arguments in a variety of forms, my analysiswill continually
cross genre boundaries.
PERSONAL

WRITING

AS SCHOLARSHIP

Although most of us enjoy reading personal accounts, they have fought a long battle
for recognition in academic settings, and prejudice against personal narratives(indeed, against uses of the first person in general) continues in many disciplines to this
day. According to some theorists, the denial of the personal dates back to Plato's
allegory of the cave, where only philosophers (that is, experts) could see past blinding sense experience to the "reality"of the world of Forms (Newkirk 121-22). Others speculate that the personal came to be "formally" excluded when early
experimentalists sought to purge scientific language and scientific texts of the taint
of subjectivityby eliminating all tracesof the narratoror the narrator'svoice (Paradis).
According to RobertJ. Connors, the objective, scientific model dominated in nineteenth-century Germany, as scholars published their empirical research. Its extraordinary influence in American universities helps to explain why, as American literary
studies emerged as a discipline at the turn of the century, it sought credibility in a
scientific model in which literary criticism tried to appear objective, factual, and
see also, Graff;Berlin, Rhetoricand Reality).Contemporary
impersonal (Composition;
critical approaches acknowledge the complex social features of any reading and thus
recognize the impossibilityof"impersonal"interpretation.Most notably,in the 1980s,
feminist scholars began to pave the way for the use of the personal as evidentiary.
Heather Dubrow observes that "turning an object into evidence is like gift-wrapping it: the agent performing the action defines and delimits the significance of the
object" (16). No fact or story is of itself "evidence"because evidence is constructed
rhetorically and then accepted and endorsed as material. Thus, what counts as evidential is determined by those positioned to credentialize and validate particular
objects or discourses. Because traditional forms of evidence-making have served to
silence those viewed as outside mainstream Western culture, including women and
minorities, establishing experiential arguments in feminist research stands as "a significant and subversive act," giving voice and authority to women's claims to knowledge by naming their experiences as relevant and admissible data (Foss and Foss 42).
While personal writing has not been fully embraced in all arenas of the literary
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community, it had found enough support to warrant a 1996 PMLA volume dedicated to the "Place of the Personal in Scholarship." Typically, arguments for the
personal point to the limits of objectivity in all forms of research, including work in
literary studies and history, social science, and even the natural sciences (see, for
example, Dubrow; Bazerman; Gilbert and Mulkay; Latour and Woolgar). Regardless of its form in first-person narrativeor third-person exposition, advocates say, all
writing is personal in the sense that both style and interest are features of social,
political, and individual values and investments. Some theorists who embrace the
personal in writing and research argue that knowledge of a researcher'ssocial, political, and personal circumstances provides important information concerning his
or her findings. Joan W. Scott cites de Certeau, "The place where discourse is produced is relevant" (Scott 789), to argue for the importance of understanding the
ways experiences have been configured for the narrator of any historical account
and also to point out how often "power or politics in these [traditional]notions of
knowledge and experience"remains hidden or obscured (783; see also Tannen 1152;
Berube 1065).
Many scholars also claim that uses of the personal are strategic. The personal
may function as a mask in a calculated performance, creating a reader-friendlyvoice
and persona (Molloy 1073; Davidson 1071). Or it may operate in the service of
argument as a kind of ethos-building strategy, where the narrator establishes his or
her credibility by means of a voice or persona with which the audience might identify (in Kenneth Burke'ssense of the term), or trust (in Aristotle's sense) and thus be
persuaded (Boone 1152). (For analyses of subtle distinctions in the definition of
"ethos," "voice," and "persona"and their use in Aristotle, Wayne Booth, and Kenneth Burke, see Cherry; Enos; Halloran.)
In composition studies, the historical trajectory of personal writing paralleled
literary studies, although the controversies have different starting points. According
to Wendy Bishop, in the late 1960s, composition research followed a social scientific, educational model, calling for controlled, replicatable experiments and science-based reporting. Its "legacy,"Bishop notes, was "decontextualized"cognitive
research ("Students' Stories" 201-2), which continued to be published through the
1980s in such journals as Researchin the Teachingof English. In Thomas Newkirk's
view, empirical research helped to establish composition as a discipline by deprecating teacher lore and other "traditional sources of knowledge," including personal
experience (122; see also North). By the mid-1980s, however, ethnography, case
study, and other qualitative methodologies began to emerge and by the early 1990s
to dominate composition research. Bishop notes the shift from the positivistic paradigm as unsurprising, given its failure to focus on questions of gender, race, and
class, to challenge existing institutional power arrangements, or to acknowledge the
rhetorical aspects of knowledge-making ("Students' Stories" 202-03). By contrast,
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the ethnographer'sintrusiveness in the study setting as well as his or her biases and
interpretive stance are all foregrounded (Brodkey). Qualitative research articles are
often written in first person and case studies exploit narrative techniques, not only
for their aesthetic effects but also to underscore the social constructedness of the
research itself.
Feminist scholarship also influenced composition research practices. In particular,Mary Field Belenky, Blythe McVicker Clinchy, Nancy Rule Goldberger, and
Jill Mattuck Tarule's Women'sWaysof Knowing,with its examples drawn from the
transcripts of actual research subjects, served as a model for case research using
personal narratives.Likewise, Jane Tompkins's"Me and My Shadow"offered a new
form of scholarly argument. Olivia Frey's 1990 CollegeEnglish article shows feminists in composition calling into question the discipline'suse of academic argument
as "adversarial,"opting for more personal and open-ended forms of scholarly discourse. These arguments paved the way for the publication of texts such as Sheryl I.
Fontaine and Susan Hunter's Writing Ourselvesinto the Story, a collection of essays
about teaching writing dedicated to the personal perspectives, or "unheardvoices,"
of writing instructors who view themselves as outside mainstream theory-building.
In recent years, composition scholars in some arenas have taken a dramatic
turn toward the personal and experiential, with conferences such as the NCTE
Conference, "Stories in the Classroom: Narration as Knowledge," in Tucson. As
keynote speaker,Joseph Trimmer received strong support when he criticized the
professional enculturation that has made so many composition scholars distrust stories (both literaryand anecdotal) in favor of theory and interpretation. Like Fontaine
and Hunter's edition, the essays in Trimmers' Narration as Knowledge:Talesof the
TeachingLife construct a collective argument for the value and importance of personal experience. These collections represent small inroads in favor of the personal
in academic publications.
However, in general, opportunities for such writing tend to be confined to those
who have alreadypaid their professional dues. Discussing ethnographic projects and
the freedom of the "I-witnessing"voice, Wendy Bishop addressesdirectly the scholars' earned "right" to speak. Bishop points out that if, in ethnographic research,
validity depends on the constructed author, then only those who have established
themselves within the discipline may experiment with ethical and emotional appeals, by virtue of their having already developed a recognized and accepted ethos
within the community. Writing in 1987, Bishop recognized that such avenues were
not open to graduate students writing dissertations. Again in 1998, Joy Ritchie's
student, Thelma, observed in her journalthat only those academicswho had achieved
"a certain status of establishment, respectability,and safety" could experiment with
alternativeforms of written discourse (Ritchie and Ronald 236). In her recent CCCC
talk, Lynn Bloom discussed the difficulties she faced in 1992 as she tried to publish
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her personal/academic essay, "Teaching College English as a Woman," in College
English.
Indeed, the question of the personal in composition remains stunningly political. Often scholars who prize the telling of personal stories for their colleagues emphatically oppose writing instruction that would allow the same for students. Their
objections are based on a postmodern understanding of the social construction of
human subjectivity.Thus, while traditionalists in the academy reject personal experience as inherently subjective and "unscientific,"postmodernists question its representation of subjects as individuals. In particular, they reject modes of writing
instruction that suggest that a writer "can be free beyond the contingencies of history and language" (Clifford 39).
PERSONAL

WRITING

AS WRITING

INSTRUCTION

Objections to what is commonly called expressivist pedagogy represent various reactions to the personal in the history of writing instruction in the United States.
According to Connors, until the end of the Civil War,writing instruction in colleges
and in most secondary schools relied on classical methods of invention and composition, using public topics developed from "gleaned knowledge mixed with commonly held beliefs" ("Personal"170). Students called upon their own store of cultural
knowledge, a repertoire of readings, quotations, and commonplace books, to provide content for their arguments and assertions. As education opened its doors to
those who were not classically educated, however, writing teachers turned to the
expressive essay, a vehicle in which students could draw from their own experiences
and insights, rather than from formal topics thought to be outside their fields of
knowledge ("Personal" 171). Connors notes, however, that the popularity of personal writing in the early twentieth century resulted from a host of historical and
social changes: a change in literary taste, including a preference, along with the
Romantic movement, for a depiction of everyday experience expressed in everyday
language; a change in the center of knowledge, from divine or external truth to the
individual'sinner consciousness; and in education, a shift to a Deweyian emphasis
on the individual student ("Personal";see also Berlin, Rhetoricand Reality).
In its contemporary formulation, expressive writing pedagogy resulted from
the good faith efforts of many writing teachers to encourage students to find and
express their individual "voices," or, as Donald Stewart notes of the revival of expressive writing pedagogy in the 1960s and 1970s, "to escape from the pasteurized
and pedestrian prose ... [students] had been conditioned to produce in the traditional, [that is, current traditional writing] classroom" (66), particularlythe hollow
and formulaic five-paragraph theme. Stewart and James Berlin emphasize that
expressivist rhetoric as it was taught in the sixties and seventies was "unsparingly
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critical of the dominant social, political, and cultural practices of the time" (Berlin,
"Rhetoric and Ideology" 485). The goal of this kind of teaching was to empower
students to speak their own minds and to find their own individual, unique voices in
order to express their own opinions and to dissent.
Eventually, for some writing teachers, expressive writing came to be understood as writing-as-self-expression or writing-for-self-discovery. The evolution of
the personal expressive essay to emotive or confessional writing seems to have arisen
from confusion between methods (free writing, journals, workshop conversation)
and emphasis (on individual voice and colloquial discourse) on the one hand, and a
change in expectations about content, in which personal feelings and insights now
gave the essay its own reason for being. To many composition theorists, expressive
rhetoric's insistence on students' private voices, visions, and ultimate authority over
their texts creates an inaccurate and ingenuous conception of the composing process. It seems to suggest that languageis a transparentvehicle for exposing the thought
processes of a unified and consistent mind at work, a mind that, if adequately investigated, will reveal the truths about itself and about life. Such an approach,they say,
overemphasizes the power of personal insight and ignores the ways that knowledge
is constructed socially (Faigley; Bartholomae, "Writing";Clifford). Still others argue that an expressive approach to writing valorizes an asocial, noncollective individual (Trimbur;Berlin, "Rhetoric and Reality";LeFevre), and that it divisively pits
the individual against the group. When students are "askedto imagine that they can
clear out a space to write on their own, to express their own thoughts and ideas, not
to reproduce those of others," David Bartholomae argues in "Writing with Teachers: A Conversation with Peter Elbow," " . . . it is an expression of a desire for an
institutional space free from institutional pressures, a cultural process free from the
influence of culture, an historical moment outside history, an academic setting free
from academic writing" (64). The dream of a free space, Bartholomae contends,
blinds both students and teachers to the ways that authority and power are reproduced in language and culture ("A Reply" 129).
Furthermore, according to academic discourse proponents, writing teachers
handicap students when they fail to equip them with the specialized discourses and
discursive strategies they will need to be successful in college. In order to gain access
to the academic community, to both share in and critique its central questions, students need to understand its expectations as articulated through its discourse conventions and its texts (Bizzell; Miller). Although both the metaphor of community
and the politics of academic writing instruction have themselves been subject to
critique, advocates of academic discourse rightfully object to semester-long composition programs that call for writing as personal confession, the catharticsoul-searching narrative of trauma or enlightenment associated with expressivism taken to
extreme. Such writing, as Lester Faigley has shown, is intrusive on every side and
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tendsto honorparticularconstructionsof the student'scharacterandto encourage
the evaluationof students'lives insteadof theirwork.(I discussthe problematicof
expressivewritinginstructionin some detailin "TeachingExpressiveWritingas a
NarrativeFiction").
Thus, I would agreewith David Bartholomae'scritiqueof expressivewriting
instructionthat suggeststo studentsthe expressionof a coherentand autonomous
subjectivityunfetteredby the forces that constructus sociallyand thereforeideologically.But personalwritingthat servesacademicpurposesneed not be, indeed
shouldnot be, self-disclosive;neithershouldits ends be emotiveand self-serving.
Those who supportclassroominstructionin personalwritingpoint to the ease and
accessibilityof expressivewriting.Advocatesassertthat narrativeas form is more
adaptableand readablethan the obfuscatorytheoreticalwritingrequiredof most
college students.Moreover,becauseacademicwritingis noticeablyformalin tone
andstyle,they see in personalwritinga methodfor helpingstudentsto understand
and clarifytheir academicmaterial.At the same time, they say, personalwriting
encouragesstudentsto wantto writefor theirown pleasure(Elbow136-37;see also
Recchio).Experience-based
writingis thus a method of helping studentsto enter
the academicconversation,by bringingtheirown "extratextual
knowledge"andthe
of
their
own
voices
to
the
texts
read
authority
they
(Spellmeyer269;see alsoBishop,
I
As
"Students"). hope to show,narrativesof personalexperiencecan operateat a
sophisticatedlevel of argument.Furthermore,studentshave shownthemselvesto
be adept in subvertingwriting assignmentsthat call for "authentic"
and "honest"
their
of
lived
descriptions
experiences(Spigelman,"Teaching").
Finally,whetherthey appealto the accessibilityof narrativeform,the subjectivity of all researchand scholarship,or the strategicelementsof personalvoice,
most argumentsfor includingexperientialwritingin academicdiscourseshow the
personalasa supplementto traditional"rational"
argument.That is, few go so faras
to assertthatnarrativeis a type of logicalargumentor thatpersonalexperiencecan
standas evidenceon its ownterms.To makethiscase,we mustturnfirstto Aristotle,
noting in this turnthat "the[classical]centermaysometimesbe a placeof recovery
and resistance"where traditionalrhetoriccan be "re-dressed"for contemporary
analysis(RitchieandRonald219). In invokingAristotle'snotion of argument,I take
my cue fromfeministsJoy RitchieandKateRonald,who point out that traditional
rhetoricalstrategiesshouldnot necessarilybe understoodas reifyinghierarchical
valuesandoppressivebinaries.They explainthatboth publicandprivateargument
havebeen integralto women'srhetoricalhistory,andthat"to see argumentas male
andnarrativeas female,for example,or to locatepatriarchaldiscursiveauthorityin
the rationalmindandfeministauthorityin subjectiveexperience-not only maybe
inaccuratebut also may limit women'srhetoricaloptionsandignore the rhetorical
powerof muchof women'swritingthroughouthistory"(234-35).
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THE

LOGIC

OF NARRATIVE

Justificationfor the use of stories,includingthose derivedfromlivedexperience,is
in BookIII andimplicitin his
explicitin Aristotle'sdiscussionof narration(diegesis)
attentionto example(paradeigma)
in BookII of Rhetoric.
For the epideicticrhetoric
of praiseor blame,Aristotlerecommendsbriefstoriesscatteredthroughouta speech
thatserveto backup specificfeaturesor qualitiesof the individualbeingdescribed.
Aristotlesees a place for narrativein judicialrhetoricas well. In the handsof the
prosecution,narrativefunctionsto clarifythe eventsunderconsiderationor to persuadethe audiencethat harmor injusticehas occurred.For the defense,narrative
offersa meansof buildingethos or justifyingactions.On both sides,narrativecan
invoke both ethicaland patheticarguments.Narratingthe individual'sdeliberate
choicesor attributesof characterandconnectingthem to moralprincipleshelp to
establishan ethicalcharacterwithwhichthe audiencecanidentify;"speak[ing]
from
the emotions,narratingboththe results[ofemotion]andthingsthe audienceknows"
(271)is akinto the effectsof tragedy,wherethe audienceidentifieswith the characters and eventson stage.
In Aristotle'sdiscussionof deliberativeoratory,narrativeis usedto explorepast
events,"inorderthatby beingremindedof those thingsthe audiencewill takebetter counselaboutwhatis to come"(272).Thus, narrativeseems closelyassociated
with the use of "paradigm,"
or inductiveargumentfromexample,a commonfeature
of deliberativerhetoric.(In drawingthis parallelbetweennarrativeandexamplein
I follow on JamesC. Raymond'sobservationthat Aristotle'sexamplesalRhetoric,
assume
a diachronicstructure:"[E]achone is a story,an event leadingto anways
other event, like cause to consequence,not with the inexorabledeterminismof
scientificcausality,but in a patternof probablecausality,suggestingthat if analogous eventswere to take place again,analogousconsequenceswould be likely to
ensue" [146].) Examples,drawnfrom fiction and.reallife, allow the speakerand
audienceto reasona generalrule fromparticularcases.Historicalexamples,in the
formof storiesof pastevents,areparticularly
suitablefordeliberatingfuturecourses
of actionbecause"futureeventswill be like those of the past"(181).Finally,underof personaltestimony,Aristotlenotesthatwhenexamples
scoringthe persuasiveness
follow a centralpoint, they act like "witnessesand a witnessis everywherepersuasive"(181).
ForAristotle,"example"
is bothawayof reasoning,analternative
to enthymeme,
as describedin Book I, and the evidenceprovidedby way of illustrations,as describedin BookII. In Rhetoric
andin PriorAnalytics,
exampleis definedasrhetorical
induction;like its counterpartin formallogic or dialectic,it impliesthata generalizationwill be gatheredfromthe presentationof particulars,althoughwith example
the generalizationis often appliedto additionalcasesor situations.Underscoring
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the logical reasoning required for the construction of examples as arguments, William Grimaldi states that "in using an example some transition to the universal has
already been made by the mind if the mind is to discern any likeness or relevance of
the example in the first place" (105; Benoit 185). (For debates on the logical construction of Aristotle's examples, see Grimaldi; Benoit; Hauser.)
Raymond establishes the close working relationship between Aristotle's discussions of example and enthymeme to explain how narrative proof emerges. While
their formal features appearquite different, Raymond argues, these two central ways
to demonstrate proof in a rhetorical argument rely on the same intellectual operations: generalizations emerging from prior assumptions and provided by the audience rather than stated by the rhetor. Like syllogisms in formal logic, enthymemes
rely on a pattern of premises leading to a conclusion, although with enthymemes
"the major premise may... be implied rather than expressed because the audience is
presumed to know it" (142). Raymond explains that "[b]ecause enthymemes presume upon what an audience already knows or believes, they can express in a condensed or elliptical manner chains of logical connections that would be complex
indeed if the assumptions themselves had to be demonstrated" (144).
Likewise, Raymond explains, an example relies on the audience's assumptions
to supply the logical "leap"needed to establish a general rule from multiple or extended examples. In other words, the "missing middle term" that is supplied by the
audience for the enthymemic reasoning is also supplied in the process of drawing a
generalization from the particularsin arguments using examples (147) and, I would
add, using narrativesin the manner described in Rhetoric.Following a similar line of
analysis,John T. Gage observes that "[t]he enthymeme cannot be constructed in the
absence of a dialectical relation with an audience, since it is only through what the
audience contributes that the enthymeme exists as such" (157), and further that
"Aristotlediscusses the unsaid parts of a narrativeand of a metaphor in the same way
in which he discusses the unsaid parts of an enthymeme, as that which is supplied by
the hearer" (282, note 14). If we hold with Grimaldi that "the enthymeme introduces Aristotelian logic to rhetoric... [makingrhetoric] the study of reasoned statement" (16), then example and narrativeare likewise components of rationalargument.
Grimaldi celebrates the enthymeme for "incorporat[ing]in its arguments all of
the elements demanded by language as the vehicle of discourse with another: reason, ethos, pathos"(17). Whether examplesand illustrationsare a form of enthymeme
or whether they stand in their own right as a separatekind of argument, there can be
no denying that ethos and pathos are features of rhetorical narratives.The speaker's
credibility and integrity, represented by the examples selected, and the response of
the audience to the ways those particularstories are told are significant factors in the
success of the speech. Like the cathartic moment in dramawhen the audience generalizes from the characters' actions to its own particular experience, argument by
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narrative or example features opportunities for interlocutors to generalize a rule
that pertains to similar conditions in both the public and personal spheres.
At this point, I want to acknowledge that Aristotle does not conjure personal
experience stories in his Rhetoric. However, he does use a host of examples drawn
from the political events and speeches of his day, references bound to be familiar to
students of his text. As Kate Ronald argues, in the fourth century, political and private lives were more deeply enmeshed than today, so that topics recommended for
rhetorical training, such as war and peace or types of government, would be part of
a student's personal knowledge and experience (42). Countering observations made
by both RobertJ. Connors and S. Michael Halloran that classical rhetoric was entirely public in form and content, Ronald asserts that classical rhetoric "emphasized
a personal relationship between speaker and audience"and that the classicalconcept
of ethos required that speakers assume personal responsibility for their discourse
and its effects (38). Furthermore, in NicomacheanEthics, among other writings,
Aristotle places high value on the role of lived experience in the formation and acquisition of practical wisdom. Experience provides the understanding and familiarity with particularsthat are needed for determining an appropriatecourse of action
(158-60). In Book VI, he states explicitly, "We must attend, then, to the
undemonstratedremarks[storiesand comments] and beliefs of experiencedand older
people or of intelligent people, no less than to demonstrations. For these people see
correctly because experience has given them their eye" (166). It would seem that for
Aristotle, personal narratives significantly contribute to persuasive arguments and
subsequent decision making.
So urgent is the narrativeto human perspective that classical scholar Walter R.
Fisher argues for a "narrativeparadigm"of communicative rationality,in contrast to
"the rational world paradigm " of traditional argument. Pointing out, in "Narrative
as Human Communication Paradigm,"that not all arguments are shaped by means
of "self-evident propositions, demonstrations, and proofs" (268) and that reason
need not be "attributedonly to discourse marked by clearly identifiable modes of
inference and/or implication" (266), Fisher attempts to explain how ordinarypeople
construct arguments necessary for investigating real-world issues or for determining courses of actions. Based on Aristotle'sconcept of practicalreason, Fisher'salternative paradigm depends on what he terms, "a logic of good reasons," a system of
rhetorical analysis that provides for an evaluation of the values and assumptions
embedded in argumentativediscourse. In the model he proposes, narrativeis broader
in its scope than other paradigms,embracingmanyways of telling, including the scientific. It extends the argument that objective claims merely disguise their subjective,
personal stories and assert that narrativityis a dominant form of rationality and that
"human communication should be viewed as historical as well as situational, as stories competing with other stories constituted by good reasons"(266). (In addition to
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Fisher, most notably, M. M. Bakhtin, Jean Francois Lyotard, and Fredric Jameson
have argued for narration as a central mode of human communication and understanding.) Within this larger framework of narrativity,Fisher makes a place for the
personal and experiential stories. "The narrativeperspective," he observes, "... has
relevance to real as well as fictive worlds, to stories of living and to stories of the
imagination" (266). Although Fisher's theory of narrative reasoning is caught up in
a larger debate over values and reliability testing in public moral arguments, its importance here is its willingness to affirm the personal narrative as rhetorical argument. (For critiques and/or extensions of Fisher's values approach to narrative, see
Lucaites and Condit; Farrell;McGee and Nelson; Bennett and Edelman; Rowland.)
ARGUMENT FROM/AS PERSONAL NARRATIVE

The emerging body of qualitative research, ethnography, and case studies in the
human sciences testifies to new-found appreciation for the personal and experiential
as credible forms of scholarly evidence. In Thomas Newkirk's discussion of ethnographic methodology, we hear echoes of Grimaldi and William Lyon Benoit on
Aristotle's example: an intellectual process in which the audience moves from a particular to an implied generalization/universalization to another particular.Newkirk
states, "The power of this method is its capacity for particularization,for the creating of portraits of individual writers" (129). The researcher does not seek
generalizability;instead "as readers we perform this act of generalization ... [based
on] the density of detail, the selection of incidents, and the narrative skill of the
researcher"(130). Further, neutrality is not a goal of such research; instead the researcher foregrounds his or her biases, near-misses, personal perspectives, and values (130). Likewise, no truth claims are asserted for autoethnography, personal
academic article, or personal scholarly essay, for as Linda Brodkey explains, "One
studies stories not because they are true or even because they are false, but for the
same reason that people tell and listen to them, in order to learn about the terms on
which others make sense of their lives" (47). Researcherswho favor personal writing
acknowledge and celebrate the ways in which experiential evidence necessarily destabilizes certainty, the ways in which stories encourage contradiction and inconsistency and offer narrative layerings, all open to interpretation.
Studies:In OtherWords,proLynn Worsham'sessay in Feminismand Composition
vides a splendid model of the personal as scholarly evidence. In "After Words: A
Choice of Words Remains," Worsham calls for current generations of feminists to
put aside divisive attitudesintended to "exposethe blindness of one feminism and the
fraudulence of another" (351). In order to foster a third wave of movement for social
change, Worsham says, feminists must "forge a collective subject capable of making
mass movement" ... an alliance that does not protect us from our differences but
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finds in difference, disagreement, and even despair occasions to hear one another's
words" (329). The choice of the infinitive "to hear" is not incidental, for Worsham
builds her case, her deliberative argument, by telling a series of stories, allowing us
to model, as we read, the intellectually active, generous listening required for just
such collective subject formation.
As Aristotle advises, Worsham draws from the fictional and the experiential to
make her case. She begins by reflecting on Toni Morrison's 1993 Nobel Prize speech,
a lesson in life choices and the power of language to shape and reshape action, presented as an extended metaphor. As she retells Morrison's fictional narrative of the
blind seer and the young people who challenge her with their hidden bird, asking "Is
the bird . . . dead or alive? (11; Worsham 331), Worsham reminds readers that
Morrison's bird is language, and that it holds all generations equally responsible for
the "word work" that is powerful enough "both to secure difference and to make a
shareable world" (332). Her second narrative is personal, a family memoir: the account of "Blue Betty" provides a story of her own life, both made and fixed in language. According to Worsham, in an effort to question the arbitrarinessof racial
and gender constructions, her mother repeatedly told how the young child, Lynn,
confused the words "colored" and "blue" to describe her African American caretaker.As a young adult, Worsham explains, she came to hate the story, recognizing
its exploitative and ethnocentric dimensions, although it continued to haunt her.
Worsham's third story is visual as well as narrative,constructed from a photograph
of her maternal grandmother, a Native American, whose race and class remained a
well-kept family secret. By piecing together her mother's past, itself a tale of racial
and class identity-construction, she is able to find a way back through the "door"of
the tale of Blue Betty, to appreciate it simultaneously from her mother's historical
reality, from Betty's, and from her own, and to see the relationship, the
interconnectedness, between these configurations. In this final story, she emphasizes that all of our perspectives, viewpoints, and memories are already drenched in
"emotional coloration, that they are patterns of feeling-orchestrated in historically
specific ways by categories of gender, race, class, and sexuality-that give an affective shape to experience and the stories we tell" (340).
As Aristotle intended, Worsham's stories serve as examples, specific cases of
generational conflict from which her audience can generalize about the state of contemporary feminism. She clearly assumes that her readers, largely feminists in composition studies, represent various alliances in academic feminism, that they are all
committed to furthering women's liberation, and that they share a common understanding of feminist scholarship. The collective dream of the "thirdwave,"suggesting a galvanized political response, unites the audience and promotes the kind of
community necessary for deliberative action. Each story has its own individuallogic,
or rational appeal; each in its own way argues for generational understanding,
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At the sametime,Worshamestablishesethosby citing
tolerance,andresponsibility.
other respectedwritersand researchers.Demonstratingher own generousappreciationof the literatureandits applicationto the currentsituation,her text andher
reputationin the fieldmarkher asan establishedscholar.Pathosis arousedbymeans
of the text'sown "wordwork,"not only a tendernessexpressedtowardthe "characters"in eachof her stories,but a sensitiveembraceof the audiencewho participates
in weavingthe tapestrytogetherin orderto understandits implications.
Unlike manyacademicessaysthatincorporatenarrative,Worsham'sacademic
discourseframesthe personaland the fictive,insteadof the otherway around.Indeed, the storiesthemselvesareso crucialto the essay'sinternalstructurethat they
cannotbe bracketedwithoutdismantlingthe argumentitself.
In our writingclasses,we canuse essayssuchas Worsham'sas models,making
a placefor the personalin academicwriting.We can teachnovicewritersto begin
with a personalnarrativethatactsas a frameor introductionto a more complicated
discussionand more accomplishedwritersto weavethe narrativeinto the text, as
Worshamdoes. KurtSpellmeyerprovidesone exampleof such studentwriting.As
anintroductionto, andparallelargumentfor,the dilemmaimposedby Sartre'sexistentialethicalcrises,Spellmeyer'sstudentdescribesher decisionto end the life of
her pet rat."Sheemploysnarrativeincidentjustas Sartredoes, to furnishpractical
illustrationsof philosophicprinciples,"Spellmeyerexplains.Arguingthatmuchacademicdiscoursewritinginstructionforcesstudentsto accommodatethe formalfeatures of genre without adequateunderstandingof the subjectmatter,Spellmeyer
notes that his studenthad "begunto perceivethat the areaof meaningdefinedby
Sartreis not strictlySartre's,or strictlyher own, but a commonground.... If she
continuesto use writingin this fashion,"Spellmeyerpredicts,"... she will graduallyenterthe communityof 'knowers'while retainingher ownvoice in the process"
(274).Most significantly,the student'scomposition,likeWorsham's,is not a confessional essay of personalangst or therapeuticrehabilitation,but an analyticargument, in which personalexperienceis used evidentiallyto illustrateand prove a
particularposition.
VALIDITY TESTING:

RECONCILING NARRATIVE CLAIMS

Of course, invokingindividualexperiencehas inherentdanger:becausepersonal
experiencecannotbe nullifiedor negotiated,it cannotbe subjectedto validitytesting. In arguingthat compositionresearchmust includestudentvoices and that in
doing so it must challengepositivistresearchparadigms,Wendy Bishop asserts:
"Reliabilityis not at issuehere;writersas humansare as complexas the communities they formandcanneverbe studiedthe samewaytwice,exactly.Validityis not at
issuehere;we do not alwaysstudywhatwe thoughtwe weresettingout to study,but
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we are still learning from reflective practice" ("Students"211). Likewise, Karen A.
Foss and Sonja K. Foss claim that "[the question of what criteria] should be used to
judge the admissibility of personal experience as evidence is irrelevant in feminist
scholarship." They argue that "[feminist scholars view] personal experience as always admissible because they are unwilling to declare some experience to be better
than others-to make qualitativejudgments about the nature of those experiences"
(39; Belenky et al.).
However, many contemporary feminists see problems with these perspectives.
Laura Brady argues that the use of experience as evidence in feminist research serves
to essentialize women's thoughts, writing, and actions by synecdochically using one
case or story or voice to represent many, without attention to factors other than
gender. Focusing on three seminal feminist texts that helped to make women's experiences visible, Nancy Chodorow's, The Reproduction
of Mothering,Carol Gilligan's
In a Different Voice,and Belenky et al.'s Women'sWaysof Knowing,Brady argues that
"anuncritical reliance on experience as evidence constructs a type of fixed subjectivity. The use of experience as evidence rests upon assumptions that universalize the
experience of one instead of exploring differences within and between subjects.The
universalizing effect is the result of the transparencyof gender: what a woman says is
taken as evidence of what women think" (39). Brady is concerned that narrativesof
experience focus on "commonalty and congruity to the exclusion of contiguity and
difference," in particularthe differences that are the effect of various socially constructed categories, including race, class, and gender (39), and proposes a process of
interrogating personal citations by reading them metonymically.
Furthermore, historian Joan W. Scott argues that in many disciplines (and I
would include composition as a field as well as composition as pedagogy), "experience" is an unproblematized concept. For Scott, "experience"is not an essential
category on which researcherscan depend to make claims or counterclaims to interpretation; rather,experience is made in and through language in the context of various social categories. Politically, she points out, "it is not individuals who have
experience, but subjects who are constituted through experience" (779). Scott argues that although historians claim to interpret or reinterpret lived experiences or
events, their claims generally fail to acknowledge how someone's experience as a
particular kind of subject is constituted or, further, to recognize that experiences
have accrued to groups in particularways because of the group'sstatus or victimization. As a countermeasure, Scott urges researchers to contextualize and investigate
the language they use to represent experience and to interrogate its role in the process of subject formation.
Feminists like Bradyand Scott call attention to the limits of the personal in academic writing, underscoring the need for critical reading and evaluation of experiential evidence. Pointing out that traditionalscholarlymethods rely on "the collegial,
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knowlcollective,andcommunalprocessof producing,evaluating,anddisseminating
edge [which]is necessaryto intellectualactivity,"RichardFlores eloquentlycapturesthe problematicof validitytestingin experiential
research.I quotehimatlength:
andcritiques
The personal
stiflesthisprocessbysilencingthejudgments
seemingly
to
workthatis fastened
of others.Howaremyevaluative
peersto assessmyscholarly
of
whose
of
in
the
watchful
those
south
Texas
beneath
myexperience growingup
eye
viewsof Chicanos
wereblatantly
racist?Couldmypeerswritein theirreviewsthat
How do they
my accountis incorrectandthatI mustreconsider
my experience?
of othersas
We candismissthetheoretical
arguewithmylivedreality?
arguments
lived
immaterial
to a particular
but
it
is
difficult
to
claim
that
more
case,
experience,
whenusedto verifya scholarly
(1166).
position,is invalidorirrelevant
I sharethese concernsaboutuses of the personalandwant to relatetwo publishedstoriesin orderto illustrateits difficulties.
waswrittenby EllenA. Laird,a full-timeEnglish
"Daisies,"a personalnarrative,
instructorat Hudson ValleyCommunityCollege in Troy,NY, and publishedrecentlyin TETYC.Rummagingthroughher attic one day,Lairdfindsa shortstory,
now 29-years-old,writtenby her husbandwhen he was a high school sophomore.
At the top of the first page, a gradeof 95 is boldly circled.Neither commentnor
criticismmarksthe paper,and Lairdspeculatesas she readsaboutthe kindsof responsethat she, a conscientious,theory-mindcompositioninstructor,would have
offered to this novice writer.Sitting in her attic, Laird remindsherself that her
husband,now a successfulattorney,exudesjustifiableconfidencein his writingand
languageskills. Perhaps,she thinks,her husband'steacherwas on to something.
Perhapscomments,criticism,and reviseddraftsserve to squelchthe "vulnerable
inner center"of youthfulcreativity(124). The impliedpoint of the story is that
compositionstudiesmaybe misguidedin its effortsto fosterrevisionby providing
responsesto studentpapers.Perhapsit is product,not process,afterall.
comprehensive
In contrastis RaymondCarver'sessay,"CreativeWriting 101."It too is a personalnarrative.It too tells abouta writingteacher,this time Carver'sfirst creative
writingclassin his firstsemesterat college, taughtbyJohn Gardner,then a strugglingnovelist.Carverdescribesthe courserequirements,a ten- to fifteen-pageshort
story,revisedat least 10 times duringthe semester,and he describeshis teacher's
methodof instruction:"Itwasa basictenet of his thata writerfoundwhathe wanted
to say in the ongoing processof seeing what he'd said.And this seeing, or seeing
moreclearly,cameaboutthroughrevision.He believedin revision,endlessrevision;
it wassomethingverycloseto his heartandsomethinghe feltwasvitalforwriters,at
whateverstageof theirdevelopment"(1584-85). Becausesomeonewas readinghis
stories carefully,respondingto them, and takingthem seriously,Carversays, he
developedthe confidenceandthe skillsthatpropelledhis careeras a notedwriterof
shortfiction.For Carver,then, interventionandprocessare requisite.
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We have here two competing stories, each providing personal experience as
evidence. Which do we accept and what are the consequences of that acceptance?
For my part, Laird'sis a dangerous essay. Overworked and exhausted writing teachers, I speculate, might well read in this narrative "proof' that comments and drafting are suspect; they might read it as permission to ignore twenty-some years of
composition research in favor of the quick grade. On the other hand, because I read
in Carver'sessay "proof' that the strategies I use in my writing classes are sound, I
naturally accept his evidence as reliable and valid. "It is here," as Flores has shown,
"that suspicion must enter. If we accept the notion that scholarship in the humanities is judged not on verifiability but on rhetorically rendered and persuasivelyfashioned argumentation, we must also be suspicious of attempts to anchor positions in
personal experience without discussion" (1166). Thus, if we want to continue to
fight for the personal narrative, we will need to ensure measures for determining
judgment.
James C. Raymond suggests one approach, which he bases on his understanding of the methodology required of Aristotle's rhetor and audience as they interactively produced the generalizations necessary for arguments by example or
enthymeme. To test the validity of rhetorical arguments, Raymond wants students
of rhetoric to identify and interrogate assumptions, "both explicit and implicit, that
the presumed reader of the text is expected to share, and to locate the paradigms,if
any, that form the basis of the argument."According to Raymond, we should not be
asking, "Areits arguments [in this persuasivewriting] valid?"Instead we should ask,
"What would a reader have to believe in order to find the arguments persuasive?"
Ultimately, he predicts, "the data and the analysis will persuade or fail to persuade
not because of their own probative force, but because they will be presented in the
context of assumptions and paradigms [illustrativepatterns] that readers will either
accept or reject" (150).
Similarly influenced by Aristotelian philosophy and rhetoric, but concerned
primarily with questions of value in moral choice, Walter Fisher's narrative paradigm nicely extends Raymond'sapproach to include all diachronic discourses. Following a line of argument begun by Kenneth Burke and Ernst Cassirer,Fisher asserts
that humans instinctively know how to produce and judge stories because stories are
an "inherent" way of organizing experience and understanding that organization.
All narratives may be evaluated and critiqued for their validity or "rationality"by
applying principles of "narrativeprobability,what constitutes a coherent story,"and
"narrativefidelity, whether the stories they [audiences]experience ring true with the
stories they know to be true in their lives" ("Narrative"272).
Narrative probability involves the formal features of the story, such as the consistency of characters and actions. In contrast, narrative fidelity is focused on substance; it poses questions about the narrative'srelationship to the audience'svalues
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andfactsasindividualsandasmembersof society.A textor argumentthatembodies
narrativefidelitywill, from Fisher'spoint of view,exhibitethicaland effectiverhetoricalperformance,andthis determinationwill comefromaskingcriticalquestions
aboutthe implicitand explicitvaluesexpressedin the message:their implications,
their appropriateness,
their potentialeffects on individualsand community;their
consonancewith the reader'sor critic'sexperience,the experienceof others,or the
audienceconstruct;theirpotentialfor encourexperienceimpliedin the narrative's
human
and
moral
conduct("Toward"
370-80). Fishermakesit
aging
understanding
clearthatthe "logicof good reasons"will not decidethe "best"answeramongcompeting sets of "good"values.It will, however,make explicitboth the heretofore
unarticulatedassumptionswithin the narrativeand the valuesupon which those
assumptionsarebased.For Fisher,as for Raymond,judgmentof narrativerequires
an interrogationof the writer'sandthe audience'sassumptions,althoughin Fisher's
casethe moralefficacyof the assertionwill havesome bearingon narrativevalidity.
While it is true, as criticshave argued,that we cannot judge the truth of a
writer'ssenseof his or her own livedexperience(wecannotsaythatan eventdidnot
happenin a particularwayif the speakersaysthatit did),we canneverthelessevaluate his or her interpretationof narrativeeventsfor theirfidelityby examininghis or
her assumptions.Aristotleshowsthatan audiencewill assentto the inductiveargument if it recognizesa correspondencebetweenthe illustration(s)andthe generalization that is implied or stated. Both Raymond and Fisher explain that this
concordancetakesplacewith the acceptanceof sharedassumptions.That is, if the
narrativeis to be deemedreliable,both the writerandthe readermustcome to the
sameconclusionregardingthe significanceof its claims.Puttingasidethe issue of
moraljudgment,I want to takefrom Fisher'smethodand from Raymond'sextensions of Aristotlethe interrogationof assumptionsas a meansof evaluatingthe arstories.
gumentsin personal-experience
Most publishedarticlesandmuchstudentwritingthatcalluponthe personalas
evidencewill demonstratenarrativeprobability,that is, plot and charactercoherence, by virtueof the accessibilityof this genre.On some occasions,of course,inconstancieswill be noted and,at times,the absenceof sufficientdetailmaylimitthe
persuasiveforce of the argument.In the case of Laird's"Daisies,"for example,the
writerassertsa correlationbetweenher husband'sprofessionalsuccessandhis high
school teacher'srewardingwithoutinterferencehis developingwritingskills.Judging the narrativeprobabilityof the story,we acceptby its adherenceto detailthatit
makesa good story.Judgingits fidelity,however,askingwhetherthe claimsit makes
areconsistentwithwhateducatorsandteachersof writinghaveexperiencedor studied, we will acceptsome of its assumptionsandrejectothers.Most of us will agree
that criticismis potentiallydestructive,that overlycritical,overlyzealousdemands
too often resultin defensivenessand resistance,and that even the best of writers
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mayneed time for readers'commentsto "settle"andsoften beforethey can be assimilatedand transformedduringrevision.But will we acceptthat the attorney's
confidenceand professionalsuccessresultfrom his tenth-gradeEnglishteacher's
strategicnoninterference?
Mightwe ask,first,whetherthe absenceof commentary
was an intentionalact of encouragementby the teacherand, further,whetherhis
student"read"the responseas encouragement?
Ratherthansignalinga kinder,gentlerapproachto the text,mightcomnientlessgradingsuggest,instead,disinterestor
diminishmentof the taskat hand?Might we alsoaskwhetherthe studenthad,subsequently,takenwriting coursesthat contributedto the developmentof his language skills?Finally,might we questionwhetherparticulareconomic and social
pathwaysenabledhim to developthe confidencehe neededto becomea successful
triallawyer,who "excelledin a careerchoiceheavilydependentuponhighlyskilled,
especiallyconfidentwritingandthinking"(124)?
In evaluatingthis personalnarrative,we might also callupon currenttheories
relatingto teachingandparticularlyto writinginstruction.Here we find a bodyof
researchand a differentset of assumptions:that studentsrarelylearnin a vacuum;
thatonly the best readersandthe strongeststudentsseem adeptin imaginingalternativepossibilities,or movingto the next level of proximaldevelopment,without
andfeedbackfromthe
guidance;thathumanbeingsusuallydesireacknowledgment
workthey do; that most writersseek out readersfor directionon revision(because
we cannotsee ourownworkas a readerseesit);thatstudentstodayarelearningthat
writingis not magicalandthereforeaccessibleonlyto thosechosenfewwho already
possessthe "gift,"but rathera processof work and drafts,somethingthat can be
taughtand thereforelearned.In the leap from causeto effect-in the unexplained
variablesand in the body of educationaland compositionresearchthat supports
formativeteacherresponse-the logic of the argumentin "Daisies"breaksdown.
We cannotacceptits implicitassumptions.In contrast,Carver'snarrativeis not valid
becauseit suppliesmoredetailsto help us understandthe movefromcauseto effect
(althoughit doesdo thisin a waythatLaird'sdoesnot),butbecauseits argumentcan
be judgedin the light of the sameeducationalresearchandcanbe foundconsistent
with that researchto the extentthatwe are ableto confirmit at this historicalmoment. Moreover,in acceptingCarver'sassumptionsas correlativeto our own, we
bringto bearan examinationof our experiencesas studentsandas teachersreceiving and providingreaderfeedback,includingexperienceswith summativeversus
formativecriticism.And since narrativescan be viewedas extendedexamplesfrom
whichthe readercanextrapolateanalogoussituationsprojectinginto the future,we
bringto bear an examinationof the patternsof thought and actionundergirding
each type of response:not only can we askaboutthe kindsof messagesimpliedin
ongoingreaderresponseandwhetherCarverwouldhavelearnedpainstakingrevision withouta mentorto guidehim, butwe alsocanprojectinto a futureof writing
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instruction focused exclusively on evaluation and can anticipate its consequences.
When all is said and done, the personal narrativeis not problematic because of
the limits of judgment to its validity claims; it is problematic because the
uninterrogated and unevaluated personal narrative is seductive and, consequently,
dangerous. As with all serious research, scholars are obligated to evaluate and to test
narrative methods and findings.
A

CALL

FOR

PERSONAL

WRITING

As alternative methodologies emerge and attempt to gain disciplinary status, newer
scholars are justifiably concerned that traditional standards of evidence function
oppressively. Reading Reed Way Dasenbrock's "Truth and Method" as a call for a
"standardizingmethod" of research practices, Pamela Caughie warns that dissenting or underrepresented voices are effectively silenced when they are made peripheral to standardizedmethods. Pointing out that feminism is not a set of practices or
single methodology and that feminist resistance to set methodologies is part of its
resistance to the hegemony of conventional approaches, she notes that demands for
traditionalforms of inquiry and measurementoften maskthe desire for nonpoliticized
or conservative practices. Although I agree with Caughie, I believe that we should
not be afraidto establish, in John S. Mebane's words, "contingently objective criteria of plausibility" or "reasonable standards of evidence" (537), for as Mebane argues, if those within the practice do not make this effort, standardswill be imposed
negatively from without.
Personal stories can be interrogated as argument and evidence by turning to
Aristotle and to Aristotelianscholarsof rhetoric.They remind us that although rhetoric deals with probability,"not all answers are equally valid."According to Raymond,
"Aristotle assumed that there was a truth to be discovered through rhetoric... [His]
Rhetoricis a philosophical assertion that some important questions cannot be answered by experimentation, or by logic, or by quantification because the dataneeded
to make these methods work is unavailable.And yet, the questions must be resolved"
(149). We will need to devise measures and means of analysis to evaluate claims
derived from personal experience just as we have devised evaluative tools for other
kinds of arguments. And because the use of the personal is within the domain of the
rational, because narrative is indeed a way of thinking and a way of reasoning that
has been in our human repertoire since earliest times, we should certainly be able to
see that, although its form is not transparent, narrative too offers claims, reasons
and evidence for serious analysis and critique.*
*I wouldlike to thankKate Ronaldand the anonymousrefereesof CollegeEnglishfor their
invaluablesuggestionsandcomments.
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